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Q2 Would you be in favour of Fortescue Fields West being designated as
a   Local Green Space?
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Q3 Would you be in favour of Fortescue Fields South and its ponds being
designated as Local Green Space?
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Q4 Please let us know whether you think there is anything that we might
need to consider in preparing our submission. Thank you

Answered: 41 Skipped: 136

# RESPONSES DATE

1 We understand the need for more houses but understand more the importance to have these

green spaces, they are essential for us, our children and our village.

11/29/2015 8:04 PM

2 Current over-development of the village 11/29/2015 5:56 PM

3 The areas nominated provide open space between the village and farmland. All for locals and

visitors to use and benefit from.

11/29/2015 4:54 PM

4 Building on any of the sites will increase the likelihood of flash flooding at the entrance to Ringwell

Lane and beyond.

11/29/2015 12:39 PM

5 I cannot think of anything else at this time. 11/29/2015 9:53 AM

6 Local people need these green places for the children and walking dogs 11/29/2015 7:06 AM

7 The B3110 entering the village,the recently sold field bounded by the new boundary wall should

remain as pasture land due to the extensive views towards the village and surrounding

countryside.

11/28/2015 8:47 PM

8 I think we have already discussed this George so nothing more to add at this stage. 11/28/2015 2:38 PM

9 NSP now over-full; need for green lung around new developments. Planning Inspector decisively

refused development of FFE and FFW. FFS also needs protection. Can't fight greedy developers

every few years. These areas need strong protection for all time.

11/28/2015 9:00 AM

10 The current new houses are unsightely and ruin the village skyline. I would not want any more

being built.

11/28/2015 8:52 AM

11 Great need to preserve these green spaces for appearance and peaceful wildlife sanctuaries 11/27/2015 6:16 PM

12 The need to preserve the essential rural nature of the land adjacent to and visible from the

conservation zone especially the view from the Grade 1 listed internationally renowned George Inn

11/26/2015 9:02 AM

13 This application has real merit, especially Fortescue Fields West, which adjoins Church Mead. It

must however be considered alongside other local green space applications across Norton St

Philip, as part of a 'one village' approach.

11/26/2015 8:54 AM

14 Good luck! 11/25/2015 9:48 PM

15 Make sure you emphasise the rural setting of Norton St Philip and thus the need to retain open

spaces from which to see out to the wider countryside. Also the need to create wildlife corridors

through the village. The ponds will provide wetland habitat, previously available from streams in

the landscape.

11/25/2015 8:11 PM

16 We consider that there is sufficient housing already in Fortescue Fields. Also as only three of the

over 55's housing has been sold in the last six months - one must question whether any further

housing is required.

11/25/2015 3:35 PM

17 These pieces of land are of special interest to local residents for their wildlife and countryside

amenity they afford us.

11/25/2015 11:03 AM

18 Soon this will not be a village but small town with none of the amenities. Roads cannot cope now,

parking is now dangerous on Bell Hill. Some of us are hoping to keep the hedgehogs we have

visiting us but this will soon be a thing of the past if all green spaces are built up with large houses

and no gardens.

11/25/2015 10:11 AM
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19 Designation of these areas as Local Green Space will help to protect the wildlife mitigation that

was put in place by the developer for the Fortescue Fields site. This will help to secure this

mitigation in the long-term; a commitment made by the developer for offsetting the impacts of the

Fortescue Fields site. The ponds in particular and the surrounding rough grassland within the

adjacent fields already provides important habitat for amphibians, reptiles, bats and barn owl; all

seen using these habitats.

11/25/2015 8:08 AM

20 far far too many new houses in this lovely village, it will soon be a small town ??? 11/25/2015 6:55 AM

21 The spaces referred to in the survey are valuable to the community in supporting the integrity of a

rural village. Norton St. Philip needs these spaces to be maintained as green fields/spaces in the

light of recent housing development and to act as a buffer for Fortescue Fields and the village

itself. These fields have historically been pastural/agricultural fields and should remain so. They

also ensure the medieval and historic buildings in the village remain unspoiled by encroaching

modern development and the view to and from these ancient buildings remains conserved.

11/25/2015 4:29 AM

22 All agreed details of Local Plan - NSP has already surpassed its quota of new housing. 11/23/2015 10:47 PM

23 I cannot think of anything 11/23/2015 8:33 PM

24 We are a small local community and by my understanding we have already fulfilled our housing

commitment

11/23/2015 7:10 PM

25 None of these sites was built on before when the chicken factory existed. They are not brownfield

land

11/23/2015 5:22 PM

26 The owners of the land should be consulted, that may be the remit of the Parish Council, however

in my own case there was no consultation by the PC.

11/23/2015 3:57 PM

27 Evidence of use by the public. Evidence of special nature of these areas, eg, proximity to church,

etc.

11/23/2015 2:34 PM

28 NSP has had enough houses built in the last 3/4 years and we cannot incorporate all the

newcomers as it is without more families, people moving into the area. We are a historic village

NOT at new town.

11/23/2015 2:23 PM

29 This proposal, although submitted by residents living adjacent to these sites, has the support of

the majority of the wider community.

11/23/2015 11:14 AM

30 The tree belt below the retirement homes on the west site were planted by local children years ago

and should also be protected.

11/23/2015 10:49 AM

31 East site: small tract of land; tree belt; harmonizes east edge of village; adjacent to community;

protection of view for public and residents on Mackley Ln; outside development limit. West site:

small tract if land; designated greenfield site; adjacent to Church Mead; important public view of

village, church and surrounding area; protection of view for residents of Sheltered Housing on

Fortescue Fields, designated as "Church View" by developer; in the centre of and adjacent to

community; contributes to an important public view that is regularly used by many residents and

visitors walking up/down the footpath along the edge of this land; natural extension of Church

Mead used extensively for recreation by residents and visitors; outside development limit. Ponds:

small tract of land; water and meadow environment; regularly used by residents walking on

designated pathways; recreation area for residents and family; protects an important public view of

village church and surrounding countryside; adjacent to and forms the edge of the village on

southern side; designated as detention pond area for Fortescue that have to maintained and

managed; outside development limit.

11/23/2015 10:06 AM

32 NSP has fulfilled its obligation for new housing. We don't need more million-pound plus houses

Lochailort can't sell!

11/23/2015 9:56 AM

33 It is important to retain Laverton Triangle as green space so as to minimise the visual impact of the

Fortescue Fields development set in an historic and rural village. Retaining a nature corridor is

important, which would be enabled by protection of the 3 sites as green spaces. We have noticed

a reduction in the number of species we see since the removal of the bank of trees on Townsend.

Retention of the green space adjacent to the Mead and the line of trees is very important so as to

retain the stunning views and to minimise the visual impact of the new development. The fields

with the ponds provide well used recreational areas and remain wildlife habitats, with at least one

of the ponds home to a diversity of pond life.

11/23/2015 9:27 AM

34 The existing development which overlooks the conservation area already breaches conservation

area rules. This should not be seen as a precedent for development adjacent to Church Mead.

11/23/2015 9:10 AM
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35 Essential breathing space around the Mead, a Barrier to further village expansion towards

Falkland

11/23/2015 9:07 AM

36 Existing footpaths/rights of way, plus new bridleway across the land with the drainage ponds, and

the flora and fauna that exists in that area. This land is a natural softener between the new

Fortescue fields properties and the countryside as well as being used for informal activities such

as dog walking, jogging and riding.

11/23/2015 1:08 AM

37 Protection of the West area is important to maintain the amenity of the Mead and protect local

wildlife. The South area incorporating the ponds are a key attraction to the village, attracting

wildlife, and local residents walking around to enjoy the open green space.

11/22/2015 11:19 PM

38 The overdevelopment has already exceeded the ratio suggested by the government. Enough

already, previously it was 'a need' & 'an opportunity' now it's 'greed' and 'bullying'.

11/22/2015 10:25 PM

39 Norton St Philip is a rural village and needs to have green open spaces around to keep this

rurality. In previous appraisals of the village much has been made about the need for green open

spaces that contribute to the overall appearance and structure of the village.

11/22/2015 9:45 PM

40 Norton St Philip is not a large town and is currently overdeveloped for the size of the village and

infrastructure. There is no post office, or currently a shop and no we believe no further growth is

needed

11/22/2015 9:42 PM

41 i love walking round the village with my family enjoying our local scenery and wildlife and if it keeps

being built on soon we will have no beautiful scenery or wild life left. Also I think the village has

drainage problems that impact on other areas of the village and the extra building keep affecting

the natural safe drainage and flooding houses. Who needs all these houses, we have plenty

already , they will spoil the natural historical look of our historic conservation village and make it a

small town. where will all the traffic go from the cars that are generated going through the village

from the new houses, we have terrible parking and traffic flow problems as it is. Bell Hill and

church st, and the high street is getting very dangerous to drive in and cross over the roads, it is

overrun with cars and traffic and cannot cope with more!

11/22/2015 9:31 PM
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